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The impassioned Holocaust drama, “The Diary of Anne Frank,” opens Friday in a production by the BAC Stage
Kids at the Brewery Arts Center.

The play traces the lives of eight people hiding from the Nazis in a concealed storage attic, portraying the
claustrophobic realities of their daily existence — their fear, their hope, their laughter, their grief.

The play, by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett and newly adapted by Wendy Kesselman, is intended to bring
the world of Anne Frank to life for the teens. Newly discovered writings, as well as survivor accounts, are
interwoven to create a contemporary impassioned story of the lives of people persecuted under Nazi rule. This
is an adaptation for a new generation.

It's a new generation more familiar with the immediacy of Facebook, tweets and texts than the immediate
dangers faced by a Jewish girl in Nazi Germany.

So before rehearsals began, Andi Anderson, who directs the play, led an education workshop to familiarize
students with the realities of the Holocaust.

Directing the workshops and the play are part of Anderson's masters thesis in theater education for Emerson
College in Boston and a way to help the young actors connect with the real live characters portrayed in “The
Diary of Anne Frank.”

“I'm using dramatic techniques and language arts techniques to study history and the impact and lessons of the
Holocaust and that moment in time,” said Anderson, a Carson City native. “I have learned a great deal in one of
the most artistically and culturally diverse cities in the country, and I'm excited to share my new knowledge and
experience with this community.”

Students, ages 12-18, play all the characters, including Anne and the other residents of the Secret Annex.
Several serve as technicians, assistant stage managers and student directors.

“I believe it is important, in these times of struggle and hardship, to look back at lessons learned from history to
help us move forward,” she said, “and it is this generation of young people — our future leaders — who will
benefit most from these lessons.”

“The Diary of Anne Frank” will be performed two weekends at Brewery Arts Center's Maizie Harris Jesse
Theatre, formerly the Black Box Theater. Performances are set for 7 p.m. Aug. 12-13 and Aug. 19-20. Matinee
performances will be at 2 p.m. on Aug. 14 and Aug. 21.

- Jim Grant / Nevada Appeal
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